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Say goodbye to crying, restraints, and quiet rooms forever. Replace the use of force with a proven

anxiety reduction program. Develop relationships based on trust rather than authority. Learn simple

techniques for painless treatment and non-surgical options.Good experiences for children at the

dentist encourage lifelong regular care. Dr. Allan R. Pike uses his 38 years of professional

experience as a pediatric dentist to offer practical suggestions that can ensure that all children have

positive experiences at the dentist. This book outlines how any interested dental staff can easily

transition to a no-fear, low-stress practice where forceful methods of behavior management are

never needed.
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Dr. Pike?s well-written book provides practical options for truly child-friendly dental

practices.??Prashant Gagneja, DDS, MS, Chair, Pediatric Dentistry, Oregon Health & Science

University ?An invaluable book for any dentist interested in the most practical and humane

treatment of children.??J Henry Clarke, DMD, Professor Emeritus, School of Dentistry, Oregon

Health & Science University?Dr. Pike offers some sound suggestions for reducing dental-phobia in

children.??Felix F. Loeb, Jr., MD, Clinical Professor of Psychiatry, Oregon Health & Science

University

Love this book, great perspective. A colleague shared it with me and I had to purchase it for myself

once I started residency. Not always 100% doable, but the thought process and philosophy behind it



is a nice, gentle reminder of the different ways to practice and the different behavioral modifications

out there.

Great advice on treating children in the dental office, but too many prefacing chapters, would be

worthy of a reprint with those chapters condensed and more added to the latter chapters and

expand the Appendices.

I would recommend this book for any general dentist. Easy to read but I really found the information

helpful! Worth the money!

easy to read

I haven`t read a book as good as this one about treating children at the dental office!

Congratulations! The book is a treasure!

This dentist got our daughter, then 4, over a trauma from another ped dentist who dies not do things

this way--as most dentists don't. PLEASE get your ped. dentist this book and encourage all ped

dentists to follow in the thoughtful, child-first ways of Dr. Pike! we can't be more grateful for finding

him and his staff. This book is great and I highly recommend it!! Thank you Dr. Pike for standing up

for kids and the health of kids above a doctor's ego! Way to go!

Wow, great book. Step by step instructions on how to run a children's dental practice that doesn't

rely too much on drugs.There's scripts on how to talk to kids and parents.There's a description of a

painless injection technique.And I get the feeling that the author is a very good pediatric dentist who

really cares. He claims a 1% general anaesthetic rate which he worked on after years of traditional

management techniques.I can't recommend this book enough. Even if you're great with kids already

he has an interesting philosphy to check out.
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